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If a supposed plate spends more money on you, & is more career
successful, how does this work out?
December 19, 2021 | 4 upvotes | by yotur848

They must expend time and effort on me so I can also return it. But what if their supposed king treatment
is too overwhelming?
A older/avg I see overspends when we go out. For example, I would have declined if I've known but she
last surprised me with a private beach getaway, I assumed we were only going to hang out at the public
side... I had a glance of the price, it was close to a thousand. 10 times more than I spend on her!
We've known each other for almost a year, twice a month we see each other. I try to refrain from texting
her regularly. Though she subtly used this (her spending & time investment) against me, it feels a bit
transactional now. And if she demands more exclusivity and I refuse, I feel like a bitch.
Yes, I can repay her, but she insisted that her giving are "gifts". And her professional life (she is a law
partner) is incomparable to mine. But I do favor the independent kinds since I believe them to be less
prone to clinginess.
In this scenario, given her tremendous effort it feels like she has the right to my time. Before we can name
myself the bitch times two, how does this work out exactly?
I've always been the one who spends on dates. But with her, it's pretty much the reverse. I could maybe
set this up as a long-term, family friend type FWB..
Do I simply tell her to cut back on her spending? Do I instead come forth and define what we are?
TL;DR - She's older, more successful, spends alot on me. Can't match it & I feel a bit indebted. Curious
to read any personal experience about something like this
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Comments

Meloxian • 7 points • 19 December, 2021 11:40 PM 

This is a plate right? You understand what the term means?

yotur848[S] • 0 points • 30 December, 2021 07:32 AM 

This is a plate right? You understand what the term means?

She has a slight idea but has started to show and push me into a more LTR commitment, the card she'd use is
the money. It seems like a very weird and unique situation

Counter_Proposition • 1 point • 8 January, 2022 10:34 PM 

push me into a more LTR commitment

If you let this happen I can pretty much guarantee you'll regret it. We're not you though. Good luck.

IntelligenceLtd • 7 points • 20 December, 2021 02:55 AM* 

nearly half the world live on $5 a day, we're in a group on how to get women to treat us like kings and youre
complaining that a woman is fucking you and paying for you to live in luxury!? honestly the mind boggles what
people will find to complain about, are you trolling? if so you got me really good, well done. My advice would
be to give me her number, take your whiney little bitch ego and spend the money on a psychiatrist (or even
better anyone with a sledgehammer) to check what the fuck is wrong with your head, understand I mean this
with full offence intended.

yotur848[S] • 1 point • 30 December, 2021 07:27 AM 

I hope you can reply still but the reason why it sounds like I'm complaining is because I don't want to take
advantage of someone when it comes to money

I'm not sure if I mentioned that she's also in law. If she's actually a daughter of a known millionaire I
wouldn't give a damn. But she's also not really well off, even though she's throwing money on me, it just
makes me feel bad that I can't reciprocate back the money. I'm also a bit tired of her and the sex is just not
doing it for me. There's a thing called compatibility and it sucks that we have to find out about it after 2-3
lays in

Reply to me and let me know what you think, you sound like a hot head but I'm sure you got some great
advice. I'm not learning how to take advantage of people, I want something that's a bit fair so shit does not
bite me back in the ass. When it comes to money, I very much know the people who throw it away, seeing
that they can get what they want, will also be the ones to use that against you WHEN they do not get what
they want.

Would you rather be pre-occupied by something such as sex that you're completely just not compatible with?
Have your time drained when she clearly shows signs of expecting you to actually commit, use the money
against you? Instead of just investing that time to find other prospects for example?

Counter_Proposition • 0 points • 8 January, 2022 10:31 PM 

Do you know what TRP is? Because it sure doesn't sound like you do. You cannot maintain frame like like
OP is doing. He is 100% in her frame.
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IntelligenceLtd • 1 point • 10 January, 2022 06:07 PM* 

Yeah because hes being a little bitch about it. speak for yourself If you cant youve got a weak frame
Strong frame is a DGAF state of mind and nothing more not earning more money than people, were not
the wetties at r/tradwife those faggots egos are too pathetic to earn less than their wives and this isnt even
his wife its someone hes fucking lol.

Counter_Proposition • 1 point • 13 January, 2022 12:45 AM 

If you want to bone a sugar momma or a cougar, you do you, but it’s just not for me.

IntelligenceLtd • 1 point • 13 January, 2022 10:11 PM 

fine no ones making you but it isnt "not trp" to be treated that way

Counter_Proposition • 1 point • 14 January, 2022 04:12 PM 

It’s being treated like a woman by a woman that is playing a masculine role. So I’d say yes,
TRP advises against it. However, work that angle if you want, more power to you. I can’t
imagine most women want this kind of dynamic, but to each their own.

alexjamparo • 2 points • 23 December, 2021 07:19 PM 

It seems like accepting these "gifts" is an issue for you and how can it not? TRP preaches about the man
providing everything but your situation is reversed.

Simple way to get over the fact that she pretty much spoils you with things is to make more money than her. I
believe if you made more you wouldn't feel this way about her getting you things. This is the truth

BUTTTTT on the other hand I would also say its fine to accept these things and reciprocate with gifts or time of
your own. Reward her for hooking you up with things. You do NOT have to use money to repay for gifts she has
gotten for you (If she finds an issue with you not spending the same amount of money on her, then that's a red
flag). It's OKAY to throw her a bone and validate her every now and then but by no means should you be doing
every opportunity you get or give her none.

To touch on the "defining" part, you need to know for yourself if she's what you want in a woman. What values
does she bring to the table? Money and sex CAN NOT be the catalyst nor the only things for a potential wife.

I sort of rambled homie, my apologies. Good luck my man

yotur848[S] • 1 point • 30 December, 2021 07:31 AM 

It seems like accepting these "gifts" is an issue for you and how can it not? TRP preaches about the man
providing everything but your situation is reversed.

Exactly my point. It's odd and confusing. There's no women being masculine or actually rolling these types
of punches for TRP so I'm just super confused

It's OKAY to throw her a bone and validate her every now and then but by no means should you be
doing every opportunity you get or give her none.

It's just a little hard not to think about money. It won't be a long time until I can make better money but we're
surrounded by money and I use money to do dates, that it feels like an obligation to reciprocate with money.
I think the other reason may be is that I just don't enjoy the sex with her, it's like teeth on a nice dough you
don't want ruined. And she's also showing a bit of a LTR or wanting for commitment

To touch on the "defining" part, you need to know for yourself if she's what you want in a woman. What
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values does she bring to the table? Money and sex CAN NOT be the catalyst nor the only things for a
potential wife.

She's willing to throw herself and spend time and energy and money to spend time with me. I find that a little
creepy and odd. I don't want a woman who is for codepency 100% of the time.

Counter_Proposition • 1 point • 8 January, 2022 10:29 PM 

I can't see this working as a LTR. She's a lawyer and you're.....not. Women date up, not down. She's effectively
playing the role of the "man" in the relationship, providing for you. I would hate that, personally. I require my
woman to be feminine and submissive. She sounds like the opposite.

My 2c: Just have fun with her, nothing more.

yungelonmusk • 1 point • 13 January, 2022 10:59 AM 

ENJOY. FEED HER CRUMBS. DINT COMMIT UNLESS SHE TICKS ALL THE BOXES. look up red flags
and green flags. I’d move her up to fwb
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